Introduction
An estimate of mean net surface heating of the Pacific Ocean from da Silva et al. [1995] is shown in Figure la . Regions of high heat gain can be seen in the eastern tropical Pacific. This area overlies cool sea surface temperatures resulting from upwelled water along the equator. Heat is lost to the atmosphere in midlatitudes where warm boundary current water flows poleward and is strongly cooled by dry continental air. For oceanic steady state conditions, advection of heat from the eastern tropics to the western midlatitudes is implied. Previous studies have focused on the meridional transport of heat required to equilibrate excess heat gained at the tropics with that lost at high latitudes [e.g., Talley, 1984; Roemmich and McCallister, 1989 ]. The focus of this study is on the zonal and meridional redistribution of heat implied by zonally asymmetric surface heating of the tropical and subtropical Pacific.
Long time series of high-resolution (HR) expendable bathythermograph (XBT) measurements provide high-quality estimates of heat advection in the upper ocean, which can be is given careful consideration in the heat and freshwater balances. These balances show a relatively shallow overturning cell comprised of dense water above rro = 26 entering the volume and more buoyant water exiting after modification by buoyancy surface fluxes. The HR XBT observations are able to resolve this cell but not the deeper cell associated with the global thermohaline circulation, which is not the focus of this study.
The sections enclose the western Pacific warm pool, which is thought to play a significant role in climate variability. Climatological heat and freshwater fluxes in this region are highly uncertain. Light winds and intense convective activity pose special difficulties for accurate surface heat and freshwater flux estimation from bulk formulae. For instance, a wide range of 20-100 W m -2 for equatorial western Pacific climatological heat fluxes is quoted by Webster and Lukas [1992] . One aim of this study is to provide residuals of oceanic heat and freshwater advection into the enclosed volume, which may be used to constrain the highly uncertain climatological surface fluxes in this region.
Data
HR XBT data from repeating ship-of-opportunity transects in the west central Pacific form the primary data set for this study. The data are measured as part of a World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) high-resolution XBT program aimed at the low-frequency variability of oceanic general circulation over a wide range of spatial scales. Accurate estimates of zonal fluxes across the section are allowed by the eddyresolving sampling strategy, ---35 km midtrack and ---10 km over continental shelf areas and in the equatorial band. Temperature is measured to a depth of 800 m at quarterly intervals.
Cruise information is summarized in Table 1. The northern, southern, and eastern legs are shipping tracks where HR XBT data are available. Additional cruise information for these three sections is available from Sprintall et al. [1996] . Salinities (S) are obtained from temperattire (T) using a spatially varying estimate of the annual mean T/S, produced by objective mapping of the National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) hydrographic data. Additionally, about one third of the cruises between Fiji and Hawaii have directly measured salinities using expendable conductivity-temperature-depth probes (XCTD). The direct measurements are particularly useful in the surface layer where there is no tight relation between temperature and salinity, so that salinity estimates have a relatively high uncertainty. This source of error for XBT-derived heat and freshwater fluxes will be discussed further when the advective fluxes and their uncertainties are presented. XCTD resolution is sparse along track but is strategically more concentrated within the tropical band with about 10 probes dropped between 5øS and 5øN. Where available, directly measured salinities are merged with the statistically estimated salinity. Collection and processing of data along the western Indian Ocean leg are discussed by Meyers et al. [1995] . Temperature sections were collected using XBT probes from volunteer observing ships as part of the Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere (TOGA)/WOCE XBT network. However, sampling and data processing differ from the HR XBT program. Alongtrack spatial resolution is reduced (--•100 km), but temporal coverage is greater with >18 cruises a year after 1987. Mean temperature sections were prepared to a depth of 800 m for overlapping bimonths by averaging in 1 ø latitude and lø-3 ø longitude bins along the transect. The end point bins include data from 2 ø latitude bins owing to reduced meridional data coverage. Salinity estimates are calculated as for HR XBT data.
Density estimates are converted to vertical velocity shear using thermal wind, and velocity is obtained by referencing to 800 m (or the bottom depth if shallower than 800 m). The sensitivity of the circulation to reference level adjustments and the effect that these have on the advective budgets is an important issue which is considered in section 6. The description of each section begins with the meridional track between Fiji and Hawaii. As this is the section that samples zonal currents transporting heat across the central Pacific, the description is more detailed than the other sections that close the western/ central Pacific box region.
3.
XBT Observations
Eastern Section: Fiji-Hawaii
The meridional central Pacific section spans subtropical and tropical regimes, sampling the equatorial band where currents are swift, variable, and spatially complex. Plates la and lb show the 8-year mean temperature and salinity, respectively, with mean velocity in Plate lc overlaid with mean O'o. The westward flowing branches of the North and South Pacific subtropical gyres are apparent as a gradual rise of the isotherms, as the equator is approached from Fiji (18øS) and Hawaii (21øN). Any particular temperature snapshot shows strong small-scale features, but these have generally been removed by temporal averaging. The surface temperature minimum due to upwelling clearly locates the equator. Warmest surface temperatures appear about 500 km poleward of this minimum, roughly underlying the atmospheric South Pacific and Intertropical Convergence Zones.
The use of geostrophy to infer velocity is controversial close to the equator. In fact, the credibility of the box calculation rests to a large extent on validity of the geostrophic equatorial transports. For this reason a subsection is included to describe the equatorial geostrophic technique. The mean equatorial 
where p is the deviation from the mean density Po, # is the gravitational acceleration, and f = 2D sin y is the Coriolis parameter. Conventional midlatitude calculations of geostrophic shear from meridional density gradients cannot be accurately applied close to the equator. This is because the geostrophic contribution to the density field (right-hand side of (1)) becomes so small as f --> 0 that it is swamped by measurement error and ageostrophic terms not included in the balance. The problem of estimating geostrophic shear from hydrographic measurements has been investigated by several authors (see Picaut and Tournier [1991] for a recent review). These studies suggest that the meridional scale of the mean geostrophic velocity field is large enough to allow interpolation within about 1 ø of the equator, where the signal to noise ratio is low. However, estimates of equatorial shear are sensitive to the chosen form of data smoothing used to suppress noise terms, which include measurement error as well as unresolved ageostrophic terms. A new method, presented by Cornuelle et al. [1993] (hereinafter referred to as CMR), was developed to estimate geostrophic velocity at the equator from HR XBT sections. The geostrophically balanced part of the density field is estimated by objective mapping rather than curve fitting so as to quantify smoothing assumptions. Velocity shear is the unknown which is estimated from noisy density observations. Provided that the statistics of velocity and density noise are known, an estimate of velocity shear can be obtained as a combination of the density observations. The time mean geostrophic shear is estimated from the mean density field at each depth. The velocity shear variance function was assumed to be Gaussian at all latitudes and depths with a latitudinal e-folding scale of 150 km. Noise levels were estimated by considering internal wave displacements, rms depth uncertainty due to XBT fall rate error, and T/S error. The ratio of rms velocity shear to density uncertainty varied with depth but not latitude. The reader is referred to work by CMR and Morris [1996] for additional mapping details and for a discussion of assumptions and sensitivity of the velocity estimate. Although designed to address the low signal to noise problem at the equator, the mapping method can also be used for off-equatorial sections, where it reproduces traditional calculations and is relatively insensitive to statistical assumptions. The equatorial velocity is merged with the off-equatorial estimate between 4 ø and 2 ø latitude on each side of the equator. The two are mapped separately because of a change in scale away from the equator. One limitation of the XBT monitoring program is the lack of high-resolution salinity measurements. This could introduce a systematic bias in geostrophic velocity, especially in the equatorial band. Comparison between the salinity estimate incorporating XCTD observations and the climatological salinity shows that the climatological estimate is too salty in the upper 100 m and too fresh in the upper thermocline (z > 300 m). Section-averaged rms differences in the upper 100 m (100-200 m) are 0.05 (0.03). This has an appreciable effect on the equatorial geostrophic flow producing rms velocity differences of -5 cm s -• at the surface. Transport between 5øS and 5øN was recalculated using a new salinity climatology based only on XCTD observations. This climatology may more accurately reflect mean conditions during the experiment than the climatology based mainly on historical data; however, it is limited by the number of observations. In any tro band, transports may differ by 20% from the previous estimate, but the discrepancy is less when summed over all density bands, i.e., -11.9 Sv using "XCTD T/S" compared with -!2.7 Sv. The choice of a reference level at 800 m was imposed by the data and is a significant but unknown source of uncertainty in transport estimates as there may be appreciable flow at 800 m. The no-motion assumption is especially problematic close to the equator. The effect of deep flows on the heat and freshwater balances is considered by adjusting reference level velocities around the edges of the enclosed volume. These circulation adjustments (discussed in section 6.2) help quantify the uncertainty that arises from incomplete sampling of the water column.
3.2.
Northern Section: Taiwan Table 2 .
Error estimates for heat flux climatologies are poorly determined and are likely to be spatially dependent [Weare, 1989] . Systematic differences between the climatologies due to different processing, treatment of clouds, and choice of bulk parameterizations can be large [e.g., Talley There is a tendency for net inflow (red shading) to be warmer than net outflow (blue shading) within the same density class above o-0 = 23.5. As a result, there is net convergence of heat equal to 0.04 PW over the mass-balanced range between o'0 = 21 and 23.5. This points to the important influence of salinity which allows SEC/NEC water to be cooled/heated with no mass flux across isopycnals. It is pertinent to question whether this result is robust in the face of salinity uncertainty. Separation of inflow and outflow in T/S space is slightly greater using the best guess salinity estimate that incorporates direct measurements rather than the climatological salinity field. However, it is found that heat flux within density layers is not critically sensitive to the salinity estimate. A more detailed description of the upper cell, which identifies key contributions from different currents, is postponed to Section 6.3. 
Circulation Adjustments
The purpose of this section is to present a few physically reasonable reference level adjustment schemes that ensure that mass is balanced in two layers: an upper layer tr 0 < 26 and a deep layer 26 < tr 0 < 27. The lower surface tr 0 = 27 is chosen as it lies above the deepest sampled level for all sections. Transport through the lower boundary is allowed in order that the upper ocean may interact with deeper levels. There is a net convergence of 4.2 _+ 3.7 Sv in the upper layer and a divergence of 9. _+ 1.7 Sv in the lower layer. The lower boundary of the upper layer was chosen to lie above the relatively large divergence (9 Sv) in the deeper water. This allows for the possibility of decoupling the upper layer mass imbalance from the lower layer. The deep divergence is more uncertain as geostrophic shears are weaker, flow is closer to the reference level, and there is no independent confirmation of deep equatorial velocity estimates below 300 m from direct ADCP measurements. The rationale for reference levels adjustments is to keep them as small and simple as possible. The aim is to establish a few plausible flow fields in order to test the sensitivity of the heat and freshwater balance.
Four circulation adjustment schemes are discussed below, and the results are tabulated in Table 3. A single value The least squares solution (adjustment 2) chooses broad weak westward inflow along the eastern leg and inflow through the southern boundary, which is partially balanced by an outflow through the northern section. It is worth restating that the goal of these adjustments is to investigate the sensitivity of the surface heat and freshwater balances. This is not an attempt to find the most plausible circulation pattern at the reference level. Only a weak upwelling of 1.4 Sv is required across the lower boundary as the lower-layer divergence has been nearly compensated by reference level flow convergences. This is particularly apparent in Figure 
Heat and Freshwater Balances
There is no net heat divergence from the upper layer for all adjustment schemes (Table 3) 
